Social Innovation and Sustainable Development are buzzwords in the present development debate worldwide. These were also the topics of an international forum organized by the Amity Foundation in November. Read a summary about the conference.

Amity's overseas disaster relief projects in Sri Lanka and Ethiopia continue. Read a story about Amren who benefits from Amity's Living Water Project in Ethiopia.

Moreover, this issue also features the movie about the theater project "Heart Wings - The World is Your Stage" as well as two radio broadcasts about climate action and gender equality. The topic of the new Amity Outlook is on 'Social Work' in China. Amity wishes all our supporters, friends and readers joyful Christmas and New Year holidays!

**Story**

Amren Hussen Ismail is a 23 year old woman farmer living with six of her family members. Amren’s livelihood depends traditionally on farming and livestock rearing. Due to the drought in Ethiopia, Amren and her family are affected by the scarcity of water. Before, Amren used to travel more than 15-80km in search of water. Now, because of Amity’s Living Water project, they are able to get five liters of water per family member each day near to their compound from a big tank. Read more

**Publication**

The new Amity Outlook is published. Our quarterly publication No.19 focuses on social workers in China. Over the past decade, social work in China has undergone significant development. This issue informs about the rise of social work in China and introduces Amity’s programs in this field. Since May, our new staff Lu Yi is responsible of editing the Amity Outlook.

**Movie**

Heart Wings - The World is Your Stage: Promoting inclusive education and holistic children development in China. Watch Amity’s video about Heart Wings Children’s Theater Program

**Radio Broadcast**
Over the last month, Amity Hong Kong staff was featured in the RTHK radio show “Thoughts of the week” twice. One broadcast is an appeal to take action for climate action. The other piece is about Amity’s University for Girls project that empowers women.

Amity News

Amity strengthens European partnerships

U.S. Consul General Sean Stein visits Amity

Sustainable Development Goals in China

Feast For the Elderly

International Forum on Social Innovation and Sustainable Development

Conference and book release about philanthropy in China held in Hong Kong

Amity helps to train 1,000 autism practitioners

Relief for flood victims in Sri Lanka

If you want to make a donation for Amity’s work please click the link or on the donation button!
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